GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS:

- **RATING**: 15A / 125V AC
- **CABLE TYPE / SIZE**: VCTF 3x2.0mm²
- **TEMPERATURE RATING**: 60° C
- **CONDUCTOR COLORS**: BLACK / WHITE / GREEN
- **CABLE JACKET COLOR**: BLACK
- **OVERALL LENGTH (L)**: 2500 ± 50 mm
- **CABLE OUTER DIAMETER**: 7.8 ± 0.1 mm
- **END 'A' TERMINATION**: 5-15P, BSMI, YP-12
- **END 'B' TERMINATION**: IEC 320 / C13
- **APPROVALS PLUG**: BSMI
- **APPROVALS CABLE**: BSMI
- **APPROVALS CONNECTOR**: BSMI

PACKING:

- **HANKING**
- **L = 230 ± 10 mm**
- **MAXIMUM SHIPPING CARTON WEIGHT IS 30 KG.**

NOTES:

1. CORD, PLUG AND CONNECTOR MUST BE MARKED WITH APPROVAL SYMBOLS OR FILE NUMBER(S).
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**TABULATION BLOCK**
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**DWG TITLE**: TAIWAN DETACHABLE CORDSET, 2.5m, 5-15P TO IEC320/C13
**MODEL**: N / A
**PART NO**: 3003322M5701(R)

**TOLERANCES**: DECIMALS
- ANGULAR ± 1°
- MILLIMETERS ± 0.3

**SCALE**: NONE

Contents of this document are subject to change without prior notice.

LIMITATION OF USE: GlobTek Inc. will not be liable for the safety and performance of these power products if unauthorized access and repair occurs. End user should consult the applicable UL, CSA or EN Standards for proper installation instruction.

Foot Note: GlobTek product are not authorized for use as mission critical components in life support, hazardous environment, nuclear or aircraft applications without prior written approval from the CEO of GlobTek Inc.
NOTE:
1. 100PCS/CTN, 5PCS PACK PR1CK.
2. 1PC Waterproof Bag/CTN
   SIZE:80cmX80cmX0. 05mm
3. Outer Box SIZE:(40X30X23)cm

SIDE MARK:
LR#:
PART: 3003322M5701(R)
MODEL: POWER CORD
Q'TY: 100 PCS
N.W.: 17.0 KGS
G.W.: 17.7 KGS
Recycle Mark
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